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Motivation
The diversity of historical document processing tasks 
prohibits to solve them one at a time
→ Design a generic approach in order to handle this variability
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Growing interest in digital humanities research
→ Increasing need for simple to use, flexible and efficient
tools to process and analyse historical documents, usable 
by non-specialists
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dhSegment
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System overview
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Training
Create a binary mask for each class
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Training
Combine the binary masks to 
make a labelled image
Each pixel is assigned one or 
several labels
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Training
Input original image + labelled image to the network
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Training
Patches can be used in order 
to optimize batch training
Data augmentation on the fly 
(rotation, scaling, mirroring, 
…)
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Object extraction / detection
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Object extraction / detection
dhSegment outputs per-pixel probabilities
Object extraction is done in the post-processing step, which 
is independent of the neural network
The provided post-processing blocks (in the experiments) 
are limited to simple and standard operations
thresholding, morphological operations, connected components analysis 
and shape vectorization
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Experiments
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Experiments
Page extraction (READ-BAD)
Baseline detection (cBAD, ICDAR2017)
Document layout analysis (DIVA-HisDB, ICDAR2017)
Ornament extraction (private)
Photograph extraction (private)
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Page extraction
Dataset : sample from READ-BAD [1] annotated by [2]
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[1] T. Grüning et al. “READ-BAD: A new dataset and evaluation scheme for baseline detection in archival documents,” 2018 
[2] C. Tensmeyer et al. “Pagenet: Page boundary extraction in historical handwritten documents,” 2017S. A. Oliveira, B. Seguin, F. Kaplan, dhSegment - ICFHR 2018
Page extraction
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Train : 1635 images 
Test : 200 images
[1]
[1] C. Tensmeyer et al. “Pagenet: Page boundary extraction in historical handwritten documents,” 2017S. A. Oliveira, B. Seguin, F. Kaplan, dhSegment - ICFHR 2018
Baseline detection
20T. Grüning et al. “READ-BAD: A new dataset and evaluation scheme for baseline detection in archival documents,” 2018 
Dataset : READ-BAD
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Baseline detection
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[1] M. Diem, et al. “cBAD: ICDAR2017 Competition on Baseline Detection,” 2017 
[2] T. Grüning, et al. "A Two-Stage Method for Text Line Detection in Historical Documents," 2018
Simple track
Train : 216 images 
Test : 539 images
Complex track
Train : 270 images
Test : 1010 images* Current state-of-the-art achieves 0.978 F-val and 0.922 F-val for 
simple and complex track respectively [2]
[1]
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Document layout analysis
Dataset : DIVA-HisDB
22F. Simistira, et al. “DIVA-HisDB: A precisely annotated large dataset of challenging medieval manuscripts,” 2016. S. A. Oliveira, B. Seguin, F. Kaplan, dhSegment - ICFHR 2018
Document layout analysis (ICDAR2017)
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Train : 150 (50/50/50)
Test : 30 (10/10/10)
[1] F. Simistira, et al., "ICDAR2017 competition on layout analysis for challenging medieval manuscripts,” 2017
[1]
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Two examples on 
homogeneous collections
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Example : Table columns
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Homogeneous collection
Trained on 17 images
Processed ~1400 pages
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Example : Cadaster maps
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Trained on 1/3 of a map sheet (~800 parcels)
Processed 26 map sheets (> 40’000 parcels)
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Conclusion
Using the same network on three different tasks leads to 
competitive results with state-of-the-art methods
Pre-trained part of the network allows a quick training process 
as well as little amount of training data
Presented results use simple post-processing, they can be 
largely improved using more advanced algorithms
Further work should investigate how incremental or parallel 
training over various tasks could boost transfer learning
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